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WELCOME

Welcome to this public exhibition relating to the draft proposals for the land north of Appledore Road. Wates 
Developments has been working in collaboration with others to bring forward a scheme which:

• Creates much needed housing, especially 
affordable housing

• Opens up access to the countryside 

• Maintains Tenterden’s special character 
through sensitive design

• Creates new sports hub for Tenterden

At today’s exhibition you will be able to meet members of the project team to discuss how we are proposing 
to ensure that over 73% of the site is to be publicly accessible greenspace. Today is also the chance for 
the team to listen, engage and learn with you about your views on the future of this site.

This scheme provides the opportunity to develop:

• 73% publically accessible green space

• 100 affordable homes

• New pitches, hub and pavilion

• 21 acre country park, outdoor learning space

• 2.5km new footpath

• Biodiversity net gain

We are proposing that only 27% of the site would be developed for housing.

We are working in collaboration with others...
Tenterden Schools Trust own part of the land to the north of Appledore Road which is included within the 
following proposals. The existing sports pitch is currently underused and development of their land will provide 
funding for the Trust to significantly upgrade their other facilities. New high quality pitches will also to be 
delivered on this land.

Wates is also working in collaboration with Kent Wildlife Trust (KWT) which will ensure design that benefits 
biodiversity and the wider landscape and creates a real net gain for biodiversity. KWT attended a consultation event 
with Wates in March 19 to help further explain the collaboration and its objectives to the parents and staff within 
the Tenterden Schools Trust.

LAND NORTH OF APPLEDORE ROAD, TENTERDEN

ST MILDRED’S CHURCH

THE SITE

Site for housing

Public open 
greenspace

Existing public  
right of way

Tenterden is a rich mix of green and open spaces. We want to learn from this...
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WHO IS WATES DEVELOPMENTS?

Wates Developments is an expert in delivering 
residential planning consents throughout Southern 
England and forms part of the Wates Group founded 
in 1897. Today the family business, now led by the 
fourth generation, is one of the largest privately 
owned development and construction companies in 
the UK.

The importance of community and sustainability 
is at the very core of the business and we see 
every development as an opportunity to enhance 
and improve. By engaging with local people, 
understanding their needs and aspirations for the 
future of their environment, we are able to build a 
picture that informs how a scheme is put together. 
Wates Developments’ open and consultative 
approach with the community is consistent with the 
highly regarded corporate responsibility credentials of 
the Wates Group.

Wates Giving is a charitable programme set up by 
the family with the aim of strengthening the role 
business has to play in society, focused on making 
a real difference to the communities in which we 
live, work and build. Since 2008, Wates Giving has 
invested over £8m in local initiatives through five 
themes: Education; Employment and Training; Social 
Enterprise; Sustainability; and Community Building. 
Wates Group has twice won the Queen’s Enterprise 
Award, recognition of the commitment of all to 
working closely in our communities.

LAND NORTH OF APPLEDORE ROAD, TENTERDEN

The Wates Family
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ADDRESSING LOCAL NEED

We are evolving a scheme which is sensitive to its location and will create a distinctive high-quality place 
to live. 

These proposals reflect and work with the special character of Tenterden.

A detailed review of local needs has informed the draft proposals, which could provide significant community 
benefits to address identified local needs, along with helping to address Ashford’s housing requirement.

The project team has undertaken a detailed review of what is needed in Tenterden. This in turn has helped 
shape our proposals. We have spent time studying:

• The site

• The housing need locally

• The ecology

• Sports and recreational needs of Tenterden

• The environment

• Traffic, transport and pedestrian routes

• The trees, the water and the land

• Tenterden’s urban form and quality

IDENTIFIED LOCAL NEEDS

NEED FOR SPORTS PITCHES

It has been identified by both Ashford Borough 
Council (Playing Pitch Strategy, 2017) and Tenterden 
Town Council that there is a need for more 
football pitches in Tenterden and specifically a new 
club house and new grass pitches to support teams. 
We also know that with the possible redevelopment 
of the Recreation Ground, Tenterden Town Football 
Club is at risk of losing their home.

The new pavilion and pitches could provide a new 
home for TTFC (Tenterden Town Football Club) and 
ensures the future of junior football in the town.

NEED FOR AFFORDABLE HOMES

Affordability in Tenterden is a real issue. House prices 
are 30% higher than the rest of the borough 
(ONS, MSOA 2018). Since 2009 this has increased 
by 53%. Tenterden has an increasing ageing 
population and a lack of key worker housing. In 
2017/18 Ashford Borough Council identified that 
117 people on the housing register in Ashford 
had a local connection to Tenterden.

New Affordable Homes allow young people access 
to Tenterden. Homes will be made available to local 
people and key workers.

NEED FOR PUBLIC GREEN SPACES

Ashford Borough Council’s Open Space Strategy 
(October 2017) confirms that there are issues with 
the quality of access to natural green spaces, 
even in rural areas of the borough.

The land is currently privately owned with a single 
public access. We are proposing a 21 acre public 
country park that will provide over 2.5km of new 
footpaths.

OPPORTUNITIES TO ADDRESS  
LOCAL NEEDS

Sensitive development of this sustainable 
site could provide for new homes including 
affordable, a sports hub to include 5 new grass 
pitches, a new club house / community pavilion, 
significant public country park, natural play 
areas and outdoor learning opportunities.
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AFFORDABLE HOUSING

We know that there needs to be more housing in Tenterden that people can afford to buy, if it is to continue 
to be a special place for people to live in. This is why the scheme will provide up to 100 Affordable Homes. 
Affordable Homes are allocated by Ashford Borough Council and Kent Homechoice, and include both 
affordable/social rent, and ‘shared equity’ properties.

Some of the 100 Affordable Homes will be available for rent. These could include both social rent (a rent 
that is approximately 60% of the local market rent) or affordable rent (a rent which is up to 80% of the local 
market rent inclusive of service charges). Some will be available through shared equity (which is a mix 
between rent and mortgage).

There is also ‘Help to Buy’, a government initiative to enable social housing tenants, MOD staff and other first 
time buyers to buy a share of a home and get on the first step of the housing ladder; and Low-cost home 
ownership, where properties are sold at 70% of open market value and the remaining 30% is held in the 
ownership of the developer - there is no rent payable on the un-owned share

Affordable Homes are normally manged via a Housing Association. We understand there are currently 117 
households on Ashford Borough Council’s housing waiting list who have a local connection to Tenterden.

Wates will aim to ensure that the Affordable Homes are offered to those with a local connection to 
Tenterden and to key workers in the first instance, and have experience of achieving this in other 
areas. This can be delivered through the future Legal Agreement and will be discussed further with Ashford 
BC as part of the pre-application discussions.

The Affordable Homes would be pepper-potted across the site so as to ensure they are not isolated or left 
to the last phase of the development. Again, this is a matter that can be controlled by the future Legal 
Agreement.

Any future development would also look to contribute towards local educational needs, local health facilities, 
libraries, community learning/social care and youth facilities.

MEETING TENTERDEN’S AFFORDABLE HOUSING NEED

Affordable homes can take several forms...
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LOCAL CHARACTER & HERITAGE

Tenterden is indeed a special place to live and work. At its heart it has a unique urban centre, surrounded by 
leafy suburbs. It is also nestled next to an Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB). It is well known across 
Kent and the south east for its green streets and wide avenues.

We will preserve Tenterden’s special character, and working within the national planning policy 
framework look to respect those heritage assets situated in the local area. 

The site is located between the Conservation Area and the AONB. We aim to complement the qualities of both.

Conservation area 
The Appledore Road site is close to the conservation area of the historic core of Tenterden. The conservation 
area will be protected.

Listed buildings
Nationally or locally designated buildings are not located within the site area. 

There are two listed buildings (Stace House and Craythorne) that lie close to the western boundary of the 
site. However, the intervening garden and boundary vegetation will reduce the visibility between these listed 
buildings and the site.

Further listed buildings lie to the west and east of the site. A combination of distance, topography and 
vegetation will protect these heritage assets. 

The historic church tower of St Mildred is visible from high points within the site. Our proposals seek to 
retain and celebrate these views.

RESPECTING AND ENHANCING TENTERDEN’S HERITAGE

Listed buildings and conservation area in Tenterden
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SITE CONSIDERATIONS

Constraints and opportunities
We have worked with the many qualities of the site to understand its character and have made these qualities 
part of our design.

• There are wet areas including seasonal wetland 
and pastures

• The site has some small ponds. Our design aims 
to capture rainwater run-off and use it creatively 
for the benefit of wildlife, giving it a distinctive 
character

• The views to the east across the High Weald 
AONB will remain undisturbed

• The design will retain the magnificent sentinel 
trees and manage and improve the existing 
hedgerows

• Views to the west of the church spire will be 
protected

The emerging masterplan - May 2019

CREATING OPPORTUNITIES
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OUR VISION

Our vision is to develop less than a third of the site (27%) for housing and the rest (73%) will provide a 
country park, sports fields, play space and public amenity. All of this will be a few minutes walk from the 
town.

The undeveloped / non-residential areas will contain, at their core, new wetlands, water attenuation and 
biodiversity areas which link by a new footpath to the Town Centre via Appledore Road. 

This is a landscape-led scheme respecting the AONB. It aims to significantly extend the public footpaths 
four fold of what is currently available. It will improve the wildlife on site and its quality to place to live  

The proposal allows key features to be cherished and become focal points of the future landscape. It will also 
respect the views of the Church, the highest point in Tenterden.

BRINGING THE COUNTRY TO THE TOWN

A key design decision was to group the development to the west of the site, close to the town, and to devote the east of the site to 
open space, sport and coutry park uses, respecting the proximity to the AONB.

The drawing shows the trees, hedgerows and other features which have shaped the plan.

Access, all modes 

Pederstrian & cycle access

Pedestrian access only
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THE NATURAL ENVIRONMENT

Our vision is that the site will become much richer in wildlife after the development has taken place than it is 
now. Wates had early engagement with Kent County Council Ecology and Kent Wildlife Trust on the detailed 
surveys which have informed the scheme.

Biodiversity 
A number of ecology surveys have been carried out to understand what species are present and where these 
are located.

We know that the site is currently characterised by:

• grasslands, in which small 
areas have become marshy 
or have developed into ‘rush 
pasture’ habitats due to 
impeded drainage

• areas grazed by livestock, with 
one field being closely mown 
and used as sports pitches

• low bat activity across the site

• hedgerows bisecting the fields 
and at the boundary of the site 
that support ditches and bank 
structures. Nearly all of these 
are unmanaged and have 
become over-mature 

• Low number bird species 
with heightened conservation 
importantance

• there are six ponds currently 
in poor condition. Breeding of 
Great Crested Newts has been 
confirmed in one pond and a 
medium population is present 
across the site

• three species of reptile 
including Slow Worm, 
Common Lizard and Grass 
Snake

The site is not designated as protected land in any form.

The 73% of land that will not be developed for housing will benefit from a programme of ongoing 
land management. By working in collaboration with the Kent Wildlife Trust we will create a rich collection of 
meadows, wetlands, copses and woods. This will create a rich enviroment for people and wildlife.

MAKING THE ENVIRONMENT BETTER
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GREEN SPACE

Our aspiration is to improve the quality of the undeveloped land. New woodland, hedgerows, tree 
planting and wetlands will make a positive contribution towards combatting climate change. Natural play 
will encourage children to enjoy the great outdoors, and the outdoor classroom, which could be run in 
collaboration with Kent Wildlife Trust, will improve children’s environmental education.

NEW ACCESSIBLE GREEN SPACE

GAINS FOR WILDLIFE

• Habitat creation for a wide 
range of species

• Extensive wildflower meadows

• Creation of a network of 
ponds and water courses 
including new ponds

• Hedgerow and tree network 
enhanced, extended, and 
linked to open woodland

• Creation of traditionally 
managed orchards through the 
development

IMPROVED HEALTH & 
WELLBEING

• Potential for outdoor 
classrooms and community/
education facilities

• Nature/cultural history trails 

• Enhanced Public Right of 
Way network connecting 
communities to the 
countryside

• Green gym, walking, cycling 
and outdoor sports facilities

• Opportunities for natural and 
more formal play

CONNECTIVITY

• The Country Park connects 
to the open space network 
via greatly extended public 
foothpaths 

• The Country Park 
complements and links the 
habitats in Knock Wood, 
the High Weald AONB and 
the Low Weald Biodiversity 
Opportunity Area

EASY ACCESS TO GREEN SPACE

• New pedestrian and cycle routes will create an 
extensive network connecting town and new 
community 

• A variety of greenspaces; formal and natural play; 
accessible walking routes panoramic views to the 
wider countryside 

EFFECTIVE WATER MANAGEMENT

• A comprehensive network of wetlands, ponds 
and swales controlling surface water and 
enhancing biodiversity

• Comprehensive SuDS including porous paving 
and swales in residential areas where feasible

• We will be improving overall drainage regime 

Access, all modes 

Pederstrian & cycle access

Pedestrian access only

The drawing shows the trees, hedgerows and other features which have shaped our plan.
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COMMUNITY HUB

EDUCATION, HEALTH AND WELLBEING 

NEW SPORT PITCHES, PAVILLION AND OUTDOOR LEARNING

A. Senior pitch

B. Junior Pitches

C. Pavilion

D. Outdoor classroom with 
pond dipping

E. Natural play trail

F. Part of the 21 Acre Country 
Park

G. Orchards

H. Car Parks

B

A

C

D

E

F

We are interested in creating a vibrant place to both live and play. This is why we have created more 
public green space, outdoor classrooms, natural play trails, new sports pitches and a new club house/
community pavilion. We are keen to hear your views on other facilities that you might want to see on site.
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ACCESSIBILITY

The site is close to a number of bus stops. These are located on Appledore Road and Woodchurch Road which 
are within 550m or a 7 minute walk. 

Further bus stops are located on Ashford Road and Tenterden High Street within a 12 to 16 minute walk of 
the site.

PROPOSED ACCESS TO THE SITE

Two vehicle access points are being proposed. 
One from next to number 13 Appledore Road and 
another close to the playing fields.

The vehicle access arrangements have been 
subject to an independent road safety audit and 
scrutiny from Kent County Council to ensure the 
development is able to be safely accessed from the 
local road network. This will be a necessary part of 
any future planning application. 

Access is also proposed onto Woodchurch Road 
for pedestrians and cyclists only. 

TRAFFIC MOVEMENTS

A transport assessment has been produced to ensure 
that the traffic generated by the development 
can be safely accommodated on the local and 
wider road network. 

WORKS TO APPLEDORE ROAD 

As part of the development, we are proposing that 
the existing speed limit along part of Appledore Road 
is reduced from 40mph to 30mph and a number 
of traffic calming measures introduced. This will not 
include speed humps.

Appledore Road is an attractive tree lined avenue. We 
have worked carefully to ensure that any proposed 
traffic calming can be both effective and sympathetic 
to its surroundings.

The plan below indicates that the site is within easy walking distance of basic day to day services. 

MAKING TENTERDEN CLOSER & SAFER
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SURFACE WATER DRAINAGE

There will be no additional risk of surface water flooding downstream as a result of the development. 

The management of surface water on site will be through a Sustainable Drainage System (SuDS).

The majority of the existing ditch network will be retained, and maintenance works carried out to improve the 
hydraulic performance of the ditches as well as providing a habitat for reptiles and amphibians (including the 
Great Crested Newt). 

New ditches and swales will be introduced to complement the existing ditch network on site. The existing 
ponds will be retained and improved. New shallow ponds will be constructed in the southern areas of the site 
to reduce the flow of surface water into the existing public sewers in Appledore Road.

The water run-off from the scheme will be less than it is now through our careful arrangement of SuDS. These 
will also be designed to be attractive features of the site.

Works will be carried out in the vicinity of 13 Appledore Road to reinstate the existing ditches and connections 
to the public surface water sewage network. Alterations to the drainage will better manage localised flooding 
in the area.

IMPROVING SURFACE WATER DRAINAGE

Map showing water courses 
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WHY NOW?

Why is this scheme coming forward now?
Ashford Borough Council formally adopted their Local Plan (ABLP) in February 2019. This site was not formally 
allocated in the ABLP. However, the ABLP identifies a need to provide for 1,000 new homes via ‘unidentified 
windfall sites’ over the remaining plan period.

To qualify as a windfall site a development must comply with policy HOU5 of the ABLP. This provides for 
residential development adjoining or close to the existing built up confines of a number of settlements, 
including Tenterden, subject to a number of criteria. We believe this development complies with the strict 
criteria set out in this policy.

Whilst Tenterden has additional development coming forward elsewhere, as the second largest town in the 
borough, and the principle rural service centre serving the south western part of the borough, we consider it 
has the ability to accommodate the proposals at Appledore Road.

The Local Plan Inspector recognised that in general terms the population of Tenterden has not 
grown since 2002 compared to growth across the Borough since 2002 of some 21%. The ABLP 
provides for overall growth over the plan period across the whole Borough of 24.1%. Combined with 
other committed development in Tenterden this development would result in the overall growth of 
the town over the new plan period of 24.5%. This compares to proposed growth at Ashford over the 
plan period of approximately 33%.

At present Tenterden’s population is aging at a disproportionate rate to the regional average. House prices 
are more expensive than the Borough average and increasing more quickly in value. This makes it more 
difficult to get on the housing ladder. This development will help meet the affordable needs of the 
Town. It will also help provide housing for those with a local connection and key workers.

It also offers an opportunity to provide for those wishing to downsize, whether this is into dedicated 
accommodation or custom-built new homes. The site is located within easy walking distance of the town 
centre. It has access to all the services and facilities within the town and can contribute to enhanced provision 
via S106 payments.

The design ethos is to be sensitive to its location and to create a distinctive high-quality place to live; it brings 
the country to the town; and enriches the biodiversity of the site.

This scheme also delivers new education opportunities, and facilities, health and wellbeing via the proposed 
country park, sports pitches and pavilion; whilst the proposed highway works and drainage strategy provide 
for highway safety improvements and reduce surface water runoff. The site represents an ideal opportunity to 
help address Ashford Borough Council’s need for windfall sites.

MEETING TENTERDEN’S HOUSING NEED
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YOUR VIEWS

The purpose of today’s exhibition is to hear your views on the emerging proposals.

The proposals not only include new homes but also offer the opportunity for other community benefits. Whilst 
the feedback form gives you the opportunity to formally record your thoughts, please feel free to discuss your 
views with the team so that these can be incorporated moving forward.

We have identified a number of local benefits which we could incorporate into the scheme, so would 
welcome your views on these. 

LISTENING, ENGAGING & LEARNING

GREEN SPACES

• 73% of open green space

• Creation of wildlife areas 

• Provision of outdoor learning 
space

• 2.5km of public footpaths

• 21 acre country park

RECREATIONAL

• Five new football pitches

• Natural play areas

• Pavilion

• New changing rooms

• Additional orchards

HOUSING

• Provision of Affordable Homes 
for local people

• Key worker housing provided

• New homes to meet Ashford’s 
housing need
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WHAT NEXT

LISTENING, ENGAGING & LEARNING

Timescales for submission
Our proposed planning application will be amended to reflect any changes following our engagement with 
local people and other stakeholders. We hope to submit a hybrid planning application this summer which 
could be approved by the end of the year. 

A hybrid planning (part detailed, part outlined) application will ensure that the county park, sports and 
community facilities will be delivered as part of the first phase of the development. The residential elements at 
this stage will be submitted as an outline application with a more detailed application about the design of the 
houses following at a later stage. We will of course consult you again on this application. 

PUBLIC 
CONSULTATION

May 2019

  

Get in Touch
For further information, please feel free to get in touch with the team.

ENVELOPE
APPLEDOREROAD@CRATUS.CO.UK


020 8629 7190
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THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME
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